For a Hausdorff convergence space, necessary and sufficient conditions for its Richardson compactification to be the largest Hausdorff compactification are found and by modifying the convergence structure of the Richardson compactification, it is shown that the largest Hausdorff compactification, whenever it exists, is given by that modified Richardson compactification.
Introduction
In [3] and [4] it is proved that a Hausdorff convergence space has the largest Hausdorff compactification if and only if it has only finitely many nonconvergent ultrafilters. We observe that the proof of the necessity part is not sound and hence one can not say whether or not the same is valid in general. However, we establish its validity in case the largest Hausdorff compactification is given by the Richardson compactification.
For the general case, we modify the convergence structure of the Richardson compactification and prove that the largest Hausdorff compactification, whenever it exists, is given by that modified Richardson compactification. and PX the set of a l l subsets of X . For x d X , x = {A <=_ X \ x $ A} is the principal u l t r a f i l t e r containing {x} . A convergence structure on X is a function q^ from FX to PX satisfying the following conditions:
(1) f o r x € X , x € q x (x) ;
(2) i f cp, <l> € FX and cp c <j > , then ^( c p ) c ^(if/) ; We shall use the following result of [4] .
PROPOSITION 3. If a space has the largest compactification, then it is locally compact.
The above result is proved in [4] . The following is a shorter proof. Proof, (i) is obvious.
Suppose that \X*, q®A e CH-Conv . Let * € FX* be an u l t r a f i l t e r . Then Let [x, <?") be a space. In (ii) <p n cp' = tp* for every cp € X .
The proof of the above result given in [4] is not sound.
